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.ENVIRONMENTAL EARTH SCIENCE

X It 4iviroamental Earth Science" is a
)

new course developed at The Unftcersity
of Texas at Austin by t'he Departmeni of Geological Sciences and the Sctence

, Education Center. ;t is offered at The University of Texas at Austin as .

Geology 361K and has been tried out during the spring semeapers of 1972, 1973,
1974, and 1975. Revisions have been, made aq necessary after each.tryout. The
project within which the course.has been developed has been supported by the

. National Science Foundation.
.

.

. .

t, The course includes leltures, discussibn sessions, and individualized
Learning Carrel Less ns. Ektensive use has been made of multi-media technology.

II

in the presentation f the course. Learning Carrels for indiviAualized instruc-
tion have been espec ally designed.for this prograd. The lectures introduce
speciric topics, suggest problems or questions, and provide background infor-
matiOn. The discussion.semsions provide the student,an opportunity to ask
questions and clarify ideas. The aiecussion sessions also provide input and
feedback to the inatructor.

The Learning Carrel Lessons haVe been wrhitten bt faculty. d graduate stu-
. denti in the geological sciences and tn.science education. Wr ars and resource

' contributors include Dr. Robert Boyer, Dr. Rolland Bartholamew, 110r. Keith young,
Dr. Samuel Ellison, Dr. James Underwood, Dr. Dekid Butts, Dr. Addison E. pee,
David Ke ler, Melanie Lewis, Wayne Schade, Ann .Lee, and William McLoda. Tech-

, nicians involved in production of scripts, sound, and photography were Stan
Prescott, 411 West, Charles Geffen, and William McLoda. Artists were Jesus
Rivas, Alice Canestaro, Aly Knox,. .4 Javier Florei.

ach Learning-Carrel Lesson consists of a set of 2 x 2 slides, an audio
4 cease e tape, a study)guide, 'a script., aria other materials necessary to the

lesson The stildy guide and script are in this booklet.: Students may set their
own time schedule within an announced peridd when.slides and tapes'are made
available. re

4

The student should note the ltet of Learnihg Carrel Lesson topics to place
in.proper coptynt theilesson in this booklet, and then read carefully the in-
troduction, rationale, prerequisites; and,lesson objectives in the study guiffe.

, The student should follow the instructioni in the study,guide for the entire.
lesson. In-some instances, these instructions are also repeatedidn the audio
cassette tape. The slides and tapes'have been synchronizO to autdmatically.
advance the slides:appropriate to the audiotape. H9wever,Nthere is a tone
4gnal given before the change of each slide Bottle& the lesson can te used
Outside of the carrel if itutamatic facilities are not available. When the
student is ready to start tfii lesson, the "on" switch should be pushed. If
the slides and tape are operated manually, both will need to be turned"on."
The first slide is Always a title.slide or a blank solid colored slide. If

Alk



i Oe slides and tape are manuall Operated, this title or blank slide should

\: be on view before the tape'is started. For automatic operati9n, the slides
sand tapes.will be set up bY the Instructor or Proctor beltore the lesson and

\
between each use: It'is most important to start each lesson according to
these instructions in order to provide synchronization of the slides and tape.

. '

I Remember that slides pladed_in-the- -tray -to Abe----used with a-rear view--sereen ,

are reversed from those to be used with a front view screen.-

The student will be instructed by the-study guide and/or the ta'pe to
stop at various places tb carry out certain activitiess. Usually the audio-
tape will say, "Please stop the tape now and restart only when you have gr

finished this exercise." Therefore, the student should wait a few Seconds
to finish, hearingqihe instruction after the word "Stop." However, one should
not wait long enolilh for the tone signal or autometic change to the next slide.
This Signal should be heard after you redtart the tspe. If the lesson is
mo/ing too rapidly, the student may stop the tape and slides at say time to,
consult the study guide or script, but it is NOT POSSIBLE to back 'up and
re-:examine a even slide without completing the entire cycle of the lesson.

It is particularly important for the student to carry out the instructions
for sictivities given in the study guide. In order that b. record'may be main-
tained of these activities, each student should pick up a copy of the STUDENT
RESPONSE,SHEET which include questions to be answered and the other activities
requiring responses. These should be completed and turned in to the instructor
as required for grading, feedback for the instructor, and to provide-a basis
for student interaction in the discussion group.,

7-

Each Learning Carrel Lesson is independent within the context of the course.
4

Some of them provide direct information on a given' topic'l but in an individualized
mode requiring some activities and thought-on the part of the Student. Others
.place the student in a role-playing situation where some poiition must be taken
on 'provocative questions or issues:4 4hers deal primarily with applications of
environmental intormation. In all the/lessOns, the student is expected to receive

t basic information that is coordinated with the lectures, the smaal group dis-
cussions, and- the readings.

4
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LEARNING CARREL LESSONS

Section I: Man's Effect on Nature

Lesson 6.1: Population
Lesson 6.2: Land,Use
Lesson 6.3: Urban Crisis (Field Trip)

Section II: Energy

Lesson 6,4: Energy
Lesson 6.5: Enetgy Resources
Lesson 6.6: Future Projections

Section III: Processes through Time

hesson 6.7: Geologic Time
Lesson 6.8: Long Term Events
Lessor 6.9: Short Teem Events

Section TV.:. Natural Re4burces
.tAk

Lesson 6.10: Minerals
Lesson 6.11% Conflicts of Interest'
Lesson 6.12:,- Soils

111011111100Leison 6.13: Water

t

Section V: Oceanography

Lesson 6.14: Ocean Resources ,

Lesson 6.15: Pollution of 'the Oceans,
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TO THE STUDENT:

This booklet contains two sections: (1) the Student Study Guide
for this Lesson, and (2) the Script or printed copy of the discussion rec-

.

orded on the audio cassette tape
_

You are expected to_begin with the prigted instructions in the
Stud,i 'Guide ahd follow them continuously asyou study the lesson. In many
instances the spme or similar instructions may also be heard on the audio ,

cassette tape. Refer to the script only if you need to refreith your 1nemory
as to something that was said. The script'is provided because you cannot
back up the tape if you need to review something already said on the tApe.

. Specific instructions will be given in the'Study'Guide as to when
to stant and stop the tape. Do not restart le tape Until instructed to do
so in the Stud7 Guide. 4

' Questions requiring written answers should be completed on-the
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEETS provided by the Instructor.

WNWINSTRUCTIONS:

.1. Read the Introduction. Rationale and OhOectives for this lesson
that follows. If you have'questions, check with the INstructor or Proctor.

INTRODUCTION:

Water is so plentifUl for our personal needs we seldom think'of igt
as a natural resource. However,,when man needs water and does not find it
readily availablel water becomes a precious natural.resource. Another aspect
of watr that we often forget aboUt\id its costs. Monthly water bills are
higher thpn they used io bei but the amount paid for all the water we uS# in
our homes re a small percentage of our total living expenses.

Is water conservation a problem worth(considering? Is water quality
of importance7to us? Is there a water shortage? How is man using water and 1,
how does this use of misuse of watei affect man?- In the fUture will man find' 414

other sources ofwater? Thin program will introduce you to some of the :op:lowers
to these-queStions.

RATIONALE:

- Because water is so asic to all-of man's activities,,It is W.orthy
of study as a natural resource. In fact, geologists studying some petrolgUm
.producing areas have proposed thaicthe water resources in these ateas may'be
vor,ith more money to,the owner than the oil that is currently being removed.

..
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))1P1111. IPTRUCT1ONS:

4

2.' Start the audio classette'tape and slides. (For manually! operated
Aide carousels, be sure the slide n the acrepn is the title slide or the

(blank aoloredsslide in slot number one. Otherwise, the slides and tape will not
be synchrOnized. iloweyer, in this Particular lesson, the first slide is neither,
Eit has a message.). Relax and listen to the music for_the next 15 slides and
you are told to stop the tape:. Then 40P THE TAPE AND SLIDES, and follow the
instructions that -follow. '

2

The peed and cost of wa,ter-is increasing at a rapid rate. If man is
to make erfbetkre ute of this natural resource, he must learn to treat it as a'
'precious resource -- something to dare or and use-without wOte. Therefopo,
the focuS-of this program is on man'stse or misuse of water, a natural resource.

/-

OBJECTIVES OF THIS LESSON:

After completing this lesson you should be able to:

01
1. identify areas where water is precious or bountiful depend-

ing 'upon how IA is used

2. descrdbe where large cities get thefl. water

3. l tive factors affecting the water quality/where
Y01.1 e

classip the major factors affecting Water quality in one
of three-categories physical, chemical, or biological
factors

5. otletin .1:/a.ter: pollution

6. explain five-basic *eps in muni,Apal water treatment

\7. describe,a solution fir wattr shortage froblems in
cities and agricultural areas

8. explain two souices of water that will be available, to man
in the future.

N._

v

"1101111140
. ; )

, 3. ''Restart theaudio cassette tape. listen to the tape and view the
.

next 7 slides,. fecate the apprOpriate STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET itlid check tir ..

appropriate ska.ce under .Frame 1 on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET. Each slile will ,4

be on Ile screen tor seven seconds and the tape will net stop (luring these'showingd.
.

tThrt

) .

l'
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Frame 2- I

1

4

[Frame ii

Identify the following slides as_precious_or_Nuntifuli_cim_maurr
lititiFONSE 4

4

Slide: Drawing water.from well

Slide: Children playing in fountain

Slide: Baptism scene

Slide: Cover of Lawn Care magazine

Windmill

Slide: Washing clothes

Rlide: Family in bathtub

Slide: Woman washing at sink

(0°

11 A

111011110100INSTRUCTIONS: (,N

I.

3

I

4 4. 'Following the slide show1:4,a womAn wgshing.at a sink, ref;tart
the audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and view the slides until reference
is made to Frame 2 and you'are told to stop the tape. Then STOP THE TAPE AND
SLIDES. Study the factors that alter the composition of water- identified vn
the next page and complete the activity under Frame 2. List Your selection of
factors On your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET.

You are probably surprised to leain the there are so many factors that alter
the composition of water a; listed on he next page. Fromthis list of 22 factors,
select five factors that are'most like].r to affect the water quality where you
livg,and rank the five factbrs by placi g the appropriate number in the space
protided on your STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET. Also list'the least important factor.

1

e



POLLUTION ENTI:"3 THE WATER CYCLE

1

7 This unique verstan of the Hydrologic
major sources of ehemkal and physical pollutiott.
inter-relatiaaship. between air pollution and write
made pollutants upset elk balance between tuttur
and natural purification processes.

16

,

(Reference: Dr. Charles E. Renn,
Chestertown, Maryland, 19 9)

ycle shows the
to the important
pollu t id n. Man-
pollution factors

14

The three primary 'dopes in the Hydrologic C[le- are (A) Era pIni-
tion, (11) CondensatWn and (C) Precipitation.

Here are some of the faCtors that alter the composition of water.
(1) Dusipar'ticks and gas'es eire filtered out o/ the atinqsphrre

by falling snow and are trapped in the snow banks.
(2) Radioactivity in the atmosphere is usually carried by minute

dust particks at high altitudes.
(3) Flowing water erodes rocks and soil, addiug suspended solids

ta_the water:

/1111.

Trees transpire terpoie gas as wrll as moisture.
Mine acid wastes have a severe effect on the pH and the chemi-
cal composition of the water into which they Are discharged.
In`dustrial gases are washed from the atmosphere by falling
rain and snow.
Crop dusting, an economical farming practice, contributes to
both air and water pollution.
Rainwater leaches chemicals from the soil and from decayihg
vegetation and these soluble material' are carried along iy,
both surface and groand water.
Nati ral abration by rapids and waterfalls activates changes
in th d sea content of the water.

nal waste wat
spending upon the Mcli

ocesses emp
Thist particles mug
fore being redeposited.

can vary greatly in its composition
trial use of the water and 'the waste

ed.

winds can'drift great distances be-

Large Ruantities of soluble fertilizer salts, plus insectic-ides
and herbicides are washld into, surrounding water
Barnyard wastes contribute both organic and chemical pollu-
lanes.

(14) Domestic septic system,: ultimately pass to ground iea'
supplies.

(15) As wells draw of usable ground water, undesirable brine
can enter the water table' from marine. estuaries and the see.

(16) fleat laden wateN from power plants- introducethermal
pollution.

(17). Marsh gas (methane) is 'manufactured naturally below the
surface of marshes and swit.mp lands.

(18) Mgnicipal wdter treatment plants must be carefully managed
tee'retsent their.discharge Iron causing a disease outbreak.

(19) Storm sewers carry away water that has bathed an entire city.
(tD) Particles- of salt from marene wave action are carzied to

amazing heIghts by coastal wind currents.
(11) Antoynotfve ex/meets' are continually adding hydrocarbons thee

----are adsorbed by the moisture in the atmosphere.
(It) Oil leaks 'from vessels and offshvre ,drilling operatious fon
, bit disastsrous.

17

3LaMotte Chemical Products Compapy,



111011111100 INSTRUCTIONS: /
5. Restart the audio cassette tape. Lister) to,the tape and

view thy_ ulidea re.CorgitaCgt _14-made-to Frame

thed STOP THE TAFF, AND SLIDES. Answerthe question under Frame 3 on your
STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET. ,

[ F.rame----1 -

Define er pollution.
.4111,

11101111140 INSTRUCTIOr:

6, Before starting the tape look at Table I in Frame 4. You will
be asked to complete this table by using the information shown on the dext few
slides. Restart the audite-c tape but stop the tape after each tlide
(5 slidesi and fill,jm the info n I on your STUDENT REbPONSE
SHEET, Then contihue to theNext slide. Start the tape whpn you are ready.

6,

r Frame

Table I

Factors Affecting Water Quality

Physical Chemical Biological
Factors Factors Factors

,

etc. etc.. etc.

You will'bek.asked to check you'r results with a cotpleted Table I shown on the
next slide. STOP THE TAPE.AND SLIDES and check your results.

UMMIL____
rNSTRUCTIONS:.

7. 'Restart the audio cassette_Ippe. Listen tethe tape-and view the
slides until reference'is made to Frame 5, then SIPOP THE TAPE AND SLIDF.S. List
the steps in treating water for drinking purposes under Frame 5 on your STUDENT411
RESPONSE blimp.

1 2



I Frame 5 I

*Yr

t
p.

a

6

,
4

List the steB in treating water for,public drinking purpodes,

.

11101111110INSTRUCTIONS:
,

-

.

cassette Listen to the tape and view
the slides until reference is made to the Texas Water Plan and you are told
to itDp the tape. Then.:STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES and .study the Texas at r
Plan as described_on the following pages under Frame 6. ..

14411,

2.

:Study the Texas.Wat-ee Plad as listed on the tOlIowifig pe:ges.

R.,

J

e
cs

p.

I/ I 3

4.

.
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. 40.

iNT RODUCT ION

A

TEXAS WATER PLAN

Water planning is a means to an end and not an
end in itself. Its objective is the development of water
resources se effectively and ,economically as possible to
meet man's rit4ds while at tbl; same time protecting him.-
from flooding and perioattought. The high dams and
men-made rivers that stand as monuments to man's
ingenuity and technical skills conserve and distribute the
water which is vital to his life and wellbeing, and shield
him from its detriments. These works are conceived and
plenneitio overcome the sometimes sever disrierities
between water resources as provided by nature and the
Aiming and places of man's needs for water supply.

In the past. Texas citizens generally have been able
to love wherever they. chose without concern forfthe
availability of water: Where other resources were avid-
able, a water supply was also generally mailable, either
in the immediate vicinity Or at relatively short distances.
People settled, developing these supplies where they
were, -found; investments, were made, economies
develqped, and social and cultural values eccumqated to
the benefit of all citizens of the State.

Texans now, hOwever, are able to see the limits of,
the State's developable water resources. Seeing these
limits, recognition has also come that wise use of the
aveilable water resources 'is vital to the continued
expansion of Texaf population, economy, and culture.

.. By far the bulk of the water resources.remaining
available for development in Tepas occurs in the East
Texas river basins: By contrast, large future water needs
will occur in areas to the west and southwest, several
hundred miles distant, and in someareatover 3,000'feet
higher in elevation, where available 'water supplies are
limited and diminishing. Cities and industries in, many'
areas throughout the -State will neeemore water or
water ot better quality than can be made available from
lode fresh water sources.

Furthermore, studies' tor the Texas Water Plan
;how conclusively that. -presently available water
resources, are grossly inadequate to 'meet Texas' fUttri.e
economidelly justified water needs. Importation of water
from out.of-Stete sources will be essential. Without it,
retrogressionj.must inevitably o&ur,in some sectors of
the State's econoniy, particularly ,egyiculture and assO7

dated agribusiness, with ittendent severe social prob.
'ems of unemployeneset and forced population reloca-
tion, end loss of 'financial Investments.

I

44I

4.

7

4

As a result of the texas Water Plan studies, the
Congress has authorized the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the U.S.' Bureau of Reclamation to
investigate a possible import of water.

The Bureau of Reclamation is conducting studies
of importing .surplus water from the Mississippi River
System into weter-deficient areas in West Texas and
eastern New Mexico. The Corps of Engineers is partici
plitin9 in these studies tO ditermine the availability of
water from the Mississippi in coordination with affected
States,' the locations and types of conveyance channels
4..quired for. movement' of water to these water.deficient
areas, and the effects of such withdrawals 'and convey-
ance facilities. The Corps of Engineeri was authorized in
May 1966.also to determine, in-cooperation with other
Feberal agencies, Whether any modifications or additions
should be matle in proposed Federal projects in relation
to the Texas Water Plan, and to determine the effects of
upstream developments on pollution or changes in
salinity in the bays and estuaries and to rec.ommend such
improvements as are necessary to maintain or Improve
the quality of waterlbthe bays.

Concurrently, the U.S. Geological Survey is con-
ducting a study of the Ogallala Aquifer in the High
Plains of West Texas to determine the hydraulic and'
hydrologic conditions in the aquifer impOrtant to its
ffective utilization in conjunction with an imported
water supply.

By 1972 the above Federal agencies, the Water
Resources Council, and the Office of Water Resources
Research will :have spent several Million dollars for
studiei and investigations including the potential import
of water to Texas and eastern New Mexico, and the
conditions of .the Ogallele Aquifer of significance to
continuing use.

.
.

Texas must continue to bier its full share of-
responsibility for developing and implenienting plans for
water import, and providing fOr the. equitable distri-
.bution within Texas of.. waters now. or., potentially
available for- use. Since August 1964,_thi- State has .

expended approximately 0.0 million in these planning
activities. The time has now come to decide whether this
investment in,the future is to bear fruitor to be thrown
away. -

v

Statewide planning on a comprehensive long-
range basis provides' a guide for, problem solvIng in
advance of need; it is essential in a water-short area such
es Texas. The Texas Water Pion has boon prepared; 4111

4.
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such a guide for water policies and development, and for
intergovernmental relationships affected by or affecting
water resofrce development. The coonlinated progres-
sive Statewide development proposed will enhance the
effectiveness of the large investments of copital, labor,
and materials and of water related ird. retOurces
reqUired to meet Texu' wetr needs: It will anew a
thorough and systematic .vafyetion of those projects
which are to receive State finacicial aid; and.will provide
a basis for selection of those which aro in the Statewide
interest. .

Water isquiremer4s have bun projected for a
50-year period and Meant of sitisfeing these require.
snents are propond. It is t`eCognized that if this Plan for
water development, completed in 1968, is to Provide for
water to.meet.people's needs to the year 2020, it must
be subjected to continuing study, refinement, and
alteratioun changing needs, prioritise, and wishetof the
people of.the State.may dictate. Thus It is a Plan that is
flexible; retaining freedom of choice es to future octions
'as long es possible.

1

8'

In developing the Taxes Water Plan, the Board has
used all historical data that could be accumulated; the
resources df a qualified and dedicated staff; and the
*Ma pf Federal and State agencies, universities, in.
State and out-of-State consultants, river authorities,
cities, water districts, and representatives of the various
ecorpmic segments of the State, as well as the opinions
of the citizens of the Stattexpressed during the hearings
held by the Board in the summer of 1966.

Recognizing that continuing study and ineesti-
%%don will be needed of future- water needs and
probtems in Texas, the Board nonetheless believes that
sufficient informatibn is now available on which to base
this comprehensive Statewide Water Plan:

.



INSTRUCTIONS:

aft414. 9.

9. Restart the audio csissette t )c.!: Listen to the tape and view the
slides vtil reference is made to rqmp T. Then. STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES. List
the stepts under Frame 7 on your STUDENT RESPONSE:SHEET.

1 Frame 7

Solar Distillation

Step I , (think of the sun's energy)

Step II (think of rat's hapPening to the water)

Step (thlink of what's happening to make the water in 11.iid form)

Freezini:t Process

Start with the sea water a* it enters the system and follow through the
process

The first step is to (2) the sea water.
t

The sec'ond step is to (2) the ice.

IThe third step is to (?) the ice to obtain fresh water.

11101111110oINSTRUCTIONS:

-
10. Restart the alWio cassette tape. Listen td the tape and view the

slides until reference is made to tht review of the major iddas in this program

. and the activity to be recorded in Frame 8, then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES. Record
'.: the result of your activity under Frame 8 on yout STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET. ,

[ Frame 8 1

The major pottits developed.in this lesson are to be summarized on your STUDENT:.
RESPONSE SHEET. Look at each slide and try to recall the bi.g ideas associated

that'slide.

Storm Pict'ure
Personal/Industry/Agriculture
Distribution and Timing
Demand.is High
Recycle .4

.Water'quality'
How you lodk at it
Plans
Technology

#.

INSTRUCTIONS1

11. ReOtart.lhe audio cassette tape. Listen to the tape and view-the
slides until the end pf this lesson. -then STOP THE TAPE AND SLIDES.



, \ ANSWERS 'TO QUESTION6 'IN CTUDY/ GUIDE

LITATLL] Answers

identify the following slides as precious or bOuntiftl.
;

Precious tountiful

Slide: Drawing water from well

Slide: Children playing in'entain

X

Slide: Baptism sCene X

lide: Cover of Lawn Care magazine . X

de: Windmill IX.

Slidel Washinclothes X

Slide: nii1y in bath

Slide: Woman washing at srhk

r FRAME 2 Answer's

.. X

10

You are-probably Oprised to learn that there are so many factors that alter
-the composition of water. From this list of 22 factors, select five factors that
are most likely to affect the water quality where you live andrank the five factors
II placing the appropriate.nuffiber in the space provided.

Most important factor 18

For Austin, Tips, the ranking would
be as shown. Other'localities would
likely have a different ranking.

Answers

Least important factor

MY:definition of water polloti is' Water becomes polluted When natural or manmade

materials ere adaed to the wa er faster than natural processes can remove them apd

thee water canhot be used, for iN intended purpose.

*Pi».
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4-W-eV Answers
1.

Table I

Factors Affecting Water Quality

Physical
Factors

Chemical
, Factors

Biological
Factors

Turbidity

Total solids
co

Radioactivity ',.

Temperature -

u

-

Nitrogen content

Dissolved.metallic ions
..

.. Oxygen content
I

%lquoride content

,

,

Odor

Algal count

Taste
f.

Coliform count

.

1 'FRAME 5 1 -Answers

The steps in treatingwater for public drinking purposes are:

Step- I

Step II MiAng of basic chemical treatment materials
NO ,

Step III Secondary settling and-clarification'

Step V ,Filtration

Step .Chlorination and final chemical treatment

I FRAME 6 1 AnswerS

Study the Teims Water Plan.

FRANE? T I
Answers

Soiar Distillation

1

CZ' I

t.

Step I (thini Of the sun's energy) Warms the 'water

Step.tI (think of,what's happening to the water) Water evaporates in vapor form

Step ITT (think of what's happening to make the water in liquid form) Water

vap9t condenses on the glass.

. 18

re
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4

PTIWRE-71 Answyrs 'iconiNinued)

,Freezing Process

Start with the sea wat'r as it enters the aystem and /follow through the
process.

The first step is to freeze the sea water.

The second step is to scrape the ice.

The third step is to melt the ice to obtain fresh water.

1-7-Fpii5EFT] Answers

The major points developed in this lesson are.to be summarized. Look at each,
slide and try-to recall thelbig ideas associated with that slide

Each student should formulate his own ideas as suggested by the information on
the slipeL The ideas will 'be similar to those shown on this answer. sheet.

Storm Picture: the atmosphere is the source for our 'fresh water
A

Personal/Industry/Agriculture: malor water users

Distribution and Ttming: water problems develop because of the uneven

distributiohl of water and the_problem of Obtaining the water atjust

the ri_ght time (

Demand is High: 157 gallons per.day per person

Recycle: water cari be used over and o4er _provided it is treated properly to

meetthe requirements of the next user

'Water QualitY: witer quality requirements vari_ depending upon the intended ,

uqe of oe water'
4

Hoi you look at it: water quality depends,upon the ,pint of view st the

intended user

Flans: lti_N2Lsj.t_tve1)eerlansnifoulatenndtorSd.stitewateracrossthe

western United States ,

Technology: desalination plants will be used_ more extensively in the future

11
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re,
"WATER" Learning Carrel boessiin 6.13

1

Wic pro-
gram begins wi
a musical inter-
lude. Relax and'
enjoy the music.

a

01%,A

Title Slide\

U.

Thunderstrom
approaching

t"'



'b.

5

BC Cartoon

L

1

4

If

2

f

Storm Ak:4

picture

;

a,

x

NI
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*4

9

16*

;

3

10

BC Cartoon

11

Storm'
picture

4

S.

12

BC Cartoon

4

CY

44.
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BC Qartoon

1

t.

14

BC Cartoon

-

tr

15

Painbow

WI* kind- of mental picture di0 you create? If you recalled
some earlier experienice in a rainstorm as I did, you probably
asked yourself, "Where did all.the,water come from? How can,
so much water fall Dram the sky?" I won't be;able to am:11;er

;these questions in,this program, but I do'want to reinforce
the'idea that mosi water on the surface of the earth cane
from the atmosphere.

16

Drawing
water from a
well

4

This program it'about the use and misuse.of water -- a natural
resource Of mail. A study of the wa* water is used at any
one location will tell you whether water is precious or
bountiful. Study the next eight qlides carefully.' If you
feel that water is precious or bountiful at that location,
check thi appropriate-space in Frame 1 of the Study Guide.

cf, Stop the tape now.

24
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ChiVren play -
'ing in puntain

JT

18

Baptism scene

19 I
Cover of
LawnCare
magazine

6.

25
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Washing
clothes - 3

V

6

Family in batb-
tub

(Jar;an)

4.

61

L
Woman washing
at sink

'

!

,

Let's consider for a mogent
affected by our use

Beaker,of water trom a beaker.

4

of the ways otir lives are
er. We drink it -- sometimes even

.^
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go

Recreation
'photo

1

1

27

44.

s

We enjoy it for recreation.

7

We use it for irrigation and power.'

Ocean ,

vessel We use it for transportation.

,AWObtain food from the %rater,

I.

fle
.40;

'teA 2 7

49,11

A
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Mouston ship
channel

4

and we Ile it to carry away industrial and personal waste.

30

Map cr U.S. Thi,15 map of the United States shows the'average precipttation
'showing averag within our country. Notice that most of the western half
precipitation

I of the United States receives the skallest amount.of rainfall.
Thus, this area will haIe different kinds of water problems than

. the eastern half of the United States.

31

'V

I.

Flood Potential
(the mean annual
flood)

In this slide the mean annual flood potential of the United
States is Ahown. The darker colored areas show where water
is svailable'in large quantities. However, this water may
not always be available for man's use. At flood times, too
much water cames in a.short time interval and the water
gets beyond our control.

As the old farmer used to say, "It's either feas,t or famine."
Putting this saying in tlie perspective of this program, "It's
either flood or drought." For only at a few locations on
the earth do we obtain fram the atmosphere all of the-water
we heed at:the exact time we need it.
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Y

157 U.S.
gallons/day

9
4

The demand for water is enormous -- 157 U.S. gallons pet
person per day. This ftpure is determdned,by estimiting
the total number of gallons of water used per day for all
purposes -- drinking water, agricultural usage, indUstrial.
usage, and all other uses -- and dividing by he number of
people in the Untted States.

r32....t 1

70-190 x.106
gallons/day

Ti

In some large cities water plants must supply as much as
70 million gallons of drinking water per day and there are
35 mdicipal systems of this.size or larger.. The demand
for water in New York Citygs moi4e than 100 milli= gallons
per day.

351

Map of
CatiTornia

Where do cities get the water they need? The five largest
take water fraM the Great Lakes. Ten other large cities take
water fram'major riVers. This slide shows that every major ,

river flowing out of the Sierra Nevada mountains is dammed. /
Notice the network of canals.showing how the water is dis- /

tributed thrOughout CalifOrnia. The canals along the westerh.
side.of California primarily carry water;forLserving cItlCSfr
Other canals carry for irrigation. 1

36

J

Water can by
recycled

Iitm...14,

Fortunately, water is
be used over,and'over
when necessary and it
.or evaporation.

TY.

not destroyed by man's use. It can
again prqvided thgt it is treated
does hot escape by infiltration, run off,4

29



Picture from
Renn's book

38f

10

In the Study Guide you will find,thiwpicture. Complete
the Study. Guide activity in Frame 2 before continuing the
program: Stop the tape now.

Water quality

so.

Welcome back. In the next part of this program we will
look at some of the ways that pollution of our Water
supplies reduces water quality.

it

39

Glass of iced
tea

The water you see here has organrt compounds to produce
flavor and provide a mild stimglating action. Wbuld you
say this water is polluted? WOuld an underground aquifer
containing tea be polluted? What is a good definition of
polluted water? Write your definitiOn.ln FraMe 3..
Stop the tape npv.-

Physical
Chemical
Biological

The factors affecting water quality fall intoithree
categories -- physical factors, Chemical factors, and
biological factors. In the Study Guide (Frame 4) you will
find a partially completed table, -- Table I. As I read same
of the factors affecting water qualify, %trite the name of the
factor under the category heading that best characterizes it'.

30



Odor
NitEoget content
Turbldity
Algal count.

The first four faCt6rs are:

Odor'

Nitrogen content
Turbidity
Algal count

11'

Taste
Coliform count
Dissolv6d metal-

lic ions

-1 F

The next four factors are:

L., Total solidi'

Taste
Colifort count
Dissolved metallic ions

Oxygen content
Pluoride con-

tent
BOD,

Classify these factors:

Oxygen content
Fluoride 'content

Biological-Oxygen-Demahd

411

fradloactivity

TeMperature

andifinally

Radioactivity

Temperature

1

4e.
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1.
Slide of
:completed
Table

e

d

1? .

Let's see how well you did! Match your results with the
completed table shown here.

If you misplaced more than three, you should stop the tape
and talk to the Proctor. Stop the tape flow.

\\

46 I

--1

Theexercise you have lust completed illustrated some of
the factors that affect the quality of drinking water.
Exceseive amounts of any Oombination of these factors makes
the water unsuitable for drinking and makes the water polluted.
A different set' of factOrs have to be considered if we were
looking at water pollution in industry or agriculture: We'll,
illustrate this point in the next few,alides.

As,

,411,On this slide you see one of the more selective water users.
Not only does the water to mVte beer halie to meet public
water standards, it cannot be chlorinated. The chlorine
would impede the growth of yeast-- dereasing the'quality
Of the beer.

48

Electric'pOwer
plant

The electric power plant on this slide has.one of the most
stringent meter standards ot all. Because of the high
temperatures and. pressures of the water used in this plant,

/>almOst any impurity in the water will lead to some MO of
mechanical failure; nif high degree of purity of boiler
water requires that mott plunte of this type have their own
purification equippent.

32
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Irrigation shot

F

13

On this slide you see a water user that 'some would say
requires water or the lowest quality. This is sometimes
true to the eventual sorrow,of the farmer. Water used for
lrrigation that contains a higll concentration of iron,
copper, zinc, or salt will build up in the'soil-rendering
it infertile unless fairly expensive measuree are taken to
prevent thi4 problem. It is often cheaper in the long run
to use water of higher quality.

ier

Wate treatment
pi.ant

J-J

We'll,return for a moment to a more detailed discussion of
water treatment for public drinking supplies. A modern
treatment plant -- like you see here --.is designed for the
intended water source and the intended user. Each plant will
be different because,of this. However, most water treatment
plants,remove solid suspensions, certain'biOdegradable compounds
such as nitrates and phosphates, tind pathogenic organisms.

5

411.11.

Schematic of
writer treatment

....nvoirwNm.n.I,osYtia.

This slide shows the five basic steps in municipal water
treatment. In Frame 5 you will find space to copy down,
the five water treatment prodesses. Complete Frame 5
before continuing. Stop the tape noW.

4

The following summarizes our discussion of water quality
in a few Words. If man or nature adds impurities faster
than natural processes-canfremove theta, we must treat the
water in some way. The treatment process ie related to
what impurities must be rem9ved and the future use that
we expect to make'of that water. ,

33
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Water sprpluses
.and deficiencies
in the U.S.

Let's look at water problems on a'broader4Ucale: The
slide you see here shows the water surpluses and defi-
ciencies in the United States. Obviously, some areas --
particularly in the Midwest.ind Western part of the
United States lack water. Is this water problem then
primariy a shortage of water in the United States?

2.1

Hydrologic
cycle

This slide shaws the hydrologic cycle. In a general way,
the cycle can described b/ starting with atmospheric-
water vapor t1at changes into liciuid and/or solid form as
precipitation thence ilong or into thec,-ground and finally
returning in the form of atmospheric water vapor by evaporation
or transpiration. There hre several shortcuts in this cycle
but the general idea will suffice.

N .

55

It has been estimated that one ante one-haN ihousand
trillion gallons of vatpr is precipitated in the United
States -- not includirH Alaska and Hawaii -- each year.
This is almost 8 millio gallons of water for each man,
woman, and child in the United States. Water usage in
the United States is between 45 to 55 thousand gallons of
water for each person each year ---. far less than falls
to the earth from the atmosphere.

56

Is there a
water shorage?

By now you are probably ready to admit we do not have a
shortage of water. TAe problem is not one of'total
amount of Water, rather it is a distribution problem.
We have a water sboartage when man's activities require 1
water bUt'it is not available at the time he needg it.

3 4
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t

15

This program will suggest four solutions to the later
shortage problem. Firit, I'll discuss a solution for
urban areas; second, a pllan for providing water pri-
marily for agricultural,areas; third, an idea for
improving the distribution orwater acrobs the qpitedir
States, and ,fmrth, an idea for improvtng the datribution

, of water thjoughout the world. -

22.1

View ,r city

Some parts of the United State, are heavily populated.
New Jersey has about 800 people per siluare mile. Popula-
tton concentrations put high demands on water sources.
One thing we can do to.relieve the problem of a water
shortage for cities is to recycle the water.

.10

59

Map of Ohio
River

Another eicample of recycling. Before it reaches the
Mississippi the water of the Ohio River ii recycled on
an average of four times. This cleanup work is done by
agriculture, ink-Otry,.muntcipalaies, and other interest
groups forming a voluntary interitate compact 'Flown as the
Ohio River Valley Sanitation Commission. Cleaning up the
river will make it 'Imitable for recreational purposes as,
well as taking care of man's water needs.

v..

How can ve prOvide m6re water for agricultural needs?
On an earlier slide you saw how canals in California
have been built to transport water from Northern.California
o Southern,California. The water is primarily used for
human consumption ILO:Agriculture.. This is an example of
redistributing the letek. to fit man's needs.

3 s
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.801C

4.

Many differen plans have been proposed to carryeaterThe Texas
Weter Plan y. long distance

of Weihington
by canal -- for example, tram the state
o Arizona. Texas has.developed a-plan

ion a smaller scale to supply the needs'of people in
pest end South Texas.

62]

Map of the
Texas Water
Plan

,

The Texad Water Plintis shown on this map. TO help you
visualize the magnitude.Of carzying out such a plan,
want you to read the descriptidn in the Study Guide before
the program continues. Stop the tape now. (Frame 6)

4

63

Map of U.S.
showing water
plans

Welcome back. You can now realize the immensity of the job
man faces if he.vants to redistribute water by means of
canals. Truly, this is an expensive operation and we must
itsk ourselves -- is it worth the cost of tine and money
and resources? For the people without water, it is
worth any cost.

614

Weather
modification

-71
Joo

A more speciAtiv1wsy of distributing water to areas that
are water de icient is, by;weather modifications. Wts.know
that the atmãajher. pasSing gyer many dry areas contains
enormous quant ties of water. The problem is haw to make
the atmosphere precipitate the Water where it is needed and
at the time it is needed. 4

436



Cloud
seeding

1.

66

.41

, At the present time, many
precipitation supplies by
affect Of seeding a cloud

17 .\

effbrts are being used to augment-
cloud seeding. here you see the
with dry ice.

C.

68

Schematio
'of

Desalinat4oe.
Process 7

771",7

What does the future hold for the success'of weather
modification? Same research studies, confirm that
weather modification techniqUes'are suctessful; however,
man cannot depend on this technique to solve fiis water
problems in the Porseeable future-.

0--...mroopww.mar.
.

Let's look at.another promising process for obtaining fresh
water -- desalination. This process produces fresh water
by removing unwanted ions fram seawater. Several different
methods are currently being used.

46

.3

A
This slide shows a schematic diagram that illustrates
several desalination processes. Study the slide catefully
and tholiwrite down the sieps of these processes in Frame 7 of the
Study Guide. Stop the tape now.

t

3 7
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Cost

EnergiQemand,
Transport

kt

18

What arel some of the problems related to desalination?
First, it is currently expensive bit decreasing in cost
as technology improves; second, it requires enormous
amounts of energy --perhaps nuclear power will be able
to supply enough energy in the future; and third, the
water 011,have to be pumped to the location of usage.
Clearly, this is a water source for, the future.

(
Jer.

.i;

70

71Storm
picture

A

The major idias developed in this program will be revieVed
in the nett series of slides. After each picture is
presented, you*e to stop the tape and write down
the major ideatliiggested by the slide ini,*he spaces provided
in Frame 8 in. tt4 Study Guide.

Write your summary statement in Frame 8.

Personal
Industry u

Agriculture

Write your summary statement Ili Frame 8.

0

Distribution
and

Timing

14'

Write your summary statement in Frame 8.

V.
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L.
Demand.is
High -'

J.

4 Write yoUrsummary statement in Frame 8.

c

19

44,

Recycle

11140MForw

Write your summary statement in Frame 8.

tr-

-\
Write your summary statement in Frame 8. ,//

. ,

4

Write your 9'u:dm:re-Statement in Frame 8.

4.

I.

3 9
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a

Write your Summary statement in Frame 8.

C

Technoiogy

4.

Write your summary statement in Frame 8.

41

Whatever solutions we'find in the future to our water
probleMs, the Cost of water for allApurposes will continue-
to increase. Hopefully, not to the:extent you see here.

8oi

TheAnd of
thiCtesson

/

. 4 0-
,

7
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Frame 1

V

Name

Date

LESSON 6.13: WATER,*

-STUDENt RESPONSE SHEET.

Identify the following slides as precious or bountiful:

q Precious BountifUl

slide: Drawing waterlfrom well

glide: Children playing in fountain

Slide: Baptism scene

Slide: Cover of Lawn Care magazine

Slide: Windmill

Slide: Washing clothes

Slide: Family in bathtub

Slide: Woman washing at sink

f Frame 2

11

...

mmmm,iMMMM

.From the list of 22 factors that alter the composition of water; select five
factors that are most likely to affect the water qualit where you live and rank e
the five factors,by plaáing the appropriate number ih th space providld.

ante 3

Most important factor

IIM21.11.111a

Least important factor. .

My definition of water pollution is:

W,1 - ,

---- ..... 7."":1 :"..-17. ' '7.7 4+:'"'..t.,a7-
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LESSON 6.13: .mkTER

STUDENT RESPONSE Sligi

I Frame 131 Complete Table I below:

Table I

elctsprs AffeotAng Mater Quality

Physical r,

Factors
-Chemical

Factors .

Biological/
Factors

,

_

p

.
p

.

,

. .
.

,

Step I

Step II -

Step III

Step IV ,

4,9

The steps in treating water for public drinking purposes are:

Step V
s,

L Frame 6 . Study the Texas Water Plan. (No specific questions)
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Date

LESSeIN 6.13: WATER

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

J
1 Frame 7 1 Complete the steps below:

Solar iMstillatIoA

Step I (think of the sun's energy)

\

Step 11 (think of what's happening to the water)

11,-.. ,......
Step. Ill (think of what's happening to make the water in liquid form)

.1.1.111111.... Mil.=I=..aIMI.P...I.MPMmlm..

Freezing Process

kart with the sea water as it enters the system and folio h the .

process.

The first step is to the sea water.

The second step is to

The third step is to
fresh sea water.

LFrame II 1

the ice.

the ice to obtain

The major points developed in this lesson are to be summarized. Look
at each slide and try to recall the big idea associated with thit slidi.

St,orm Picture

Personal/Industrial/Agriculture
6

.111=M111140.11011101111011.41111010...1111.

Distribution and Timing

Demand is, High

4 4,



I Frame (continued)

/

Recycle

Name

bate

4./
LESSON 6.15: WATER

STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

Water Quality

How you look at it

Plans

Technology


